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The public discussion about the peaceful utilization of

nuclear energy in the Federal Republic of Germany and the

information and discussion campaign of the Federal Government

The future of the peaceful utilization of nuclear energy in

all countries of the Western world is probably less certain

today than it ever was. Kore, than any other technology, the

development and utilization of nuclear energy has set off

processes of discussion in the individual countries concerning

the advantages and disadvantages, the benefits and hazards of

nuclear fisEion as a source of"energy.

It is probably not unreasonable to assume that the Federal

Republic is among the countries where public discussion and

the controversy around the peaceful utilization of nuclear

energy is carried on with the greatest vehemence. Apparently,

scepticism of, or the refusal io accept, the utilization of

nuclear Gnergy is not confined to groups of outsiders or to

minorities; opinion-forming on this subject is a process which

is taking place in all groups of society - in the political

parties, the trade unions and the churches.

Only a few weeks ago, in the "Basic Principles and Standards

for the Second Extrapolation of the Energy Programme", the

German Federal Government again stressed its conviction that
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the utilization of nuclear energy is indispensable for securing

energy supplies in the Federal Republic of Germany. It is true

that the just recently adopted energy research programme for

the period up to 1980 establishes major new areas of emphasis

in research and development for energy saving, energy con-

servation, and for the improved utilization of coal and the

development and use of renewable sources of energy; at the same

time, continuation of all necessary research and development

activities which are aimed at closing the nuclear fuel cycle,

at the improvement of the safety of nuclear engineering and

its application and at the development of new reactor lines

constitutes an essential element of this programme.

Against this background, it is to be assumed that the contro-

versy around nuclear energy will continue through the next few

years. It will be the task of the Fedaral Government and of

government agencies to establish a basis of confidence for

the policy which it considers necessary, as well as to bring

about a consensus on questions of principle in the area of

energy policy, without which it is impossible in a free demo-

cratic constitutional State to utilize and expand nuclear

energy. This is why government agencies and all those vested

with political responsibility are called upon to pursue an

information policy which is in keeping with this complex and

certainly potentially dangerous technology, to be prepared to

conduct a dialogue and discussions with the large number of

citizens who are worried and concerned and whose anxieties

and fears cannot just be brushed aside, and finally to be

able to convincingly explain and prove in. the overall context

of energy, economic and social policy that it is possible to

control this technology and that there is a need for it to be

used.



The development and present state of the public nuclear energy-

discussion and the activity of the Federal Government in the

past years in this field will be set out under the following

headings:

1. The development of public opinion concerning the peaceful

utilization of nuclear energy up to the point where the

nuclear energy controversy set in.

2. Causes and motives underlying the refusal to accept nuclear

energy.

3. Objectives and methods of the information ana discussion

campaign, launched by the Federal Government.

h. Present state of the discussion among the general public

and in various groups Qf .so.ciety.

t
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1. Development of public opinion concerning the peaceful utilization

of nuclear energy

A brief look at, the history of the development and utilization

of nuclear energy in the Federal Republic of Germany shows that

government expenditure on research and development in this sector

was virtually never the subject of criticism or controversy in

the past. From 1956, the year when the Federal Ministry for

Atomic Affairs was established, through to the early seventies,

nuclear policy as pursued by successive Federal governments in

office was in principle never a subject that caused controversy

either in parliaments or in public. The expansion of nuclear

: research institutions, the adoption of nuclear legislation as

a statutory basis for the peaceful utilization of nuclear energy

|- including its control and advancement, the adoption and execu-

tion of the first three nuclear programmes rested on the agree-

ment of all parliamentary parties and took place without marked

opposition on the part of the general public. Even those who

had protested with vehemence against the military utilization

of nuclear energy and against the nuclear armament of the

Federal Republic in the mid-fifties, considered the peaceful

utilization of nuclear energy necessary and desirable. Of course,

there was local protest here or there in connection with the

construction of the first research reactors; but neither the

major political parties and groups of society nor the mass media

took up the subject in a negative way. On the contrary, plenty

of evidence can be found which proves that the beginning of the

atomic age was understood to be the beginning of a new era,

a "second technological and industrial revolution", and some-

times heralded almost euphorically. Against this background,
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it is incorrect to assort - аз is frequently done n - that

the decision to develop and utilize nuclear energy \h:s taken

by technocrats and bureaucrats virtually behind the back of

parliaments and politicians. The fascination emanating'from

the prospects and possibilities of the dawning "atomic age"

had its effect both on the politicians and parliaments and

on the media of mass communication.

It was not until the early seventies that more serious protests

sprang up against the peaceful utilization of nuclear energy.

But even these protects - which were raised nearly always in

connection with local site planning and decisions - were

initially only of a limited nature and remained v
; x
hin the

limits of what protests were the rule then, and still are now,

in connection with regional 'industrial settlements, traffic

planning, redevelopment measures etc.

To many, therefore, the controversy around "Whyl" - a planned

nuclear power station site in the Land of Baden-Wurttemberg in

the spring of 1975 came as a surprise. The extent and the

harshness of the protests and the response with which it met

from the population of the region were characteristic of a

new phase of public discussion concerning nuclear energy

ivtilization and can be regarded as the beginning of the

nuclear energy controversy in the Federal Republic of Germany.

All of a sudden, scepticism of, and the refusal to accept,

nuclear energy met with great response from the population,

occupied the press as well as radio and television and trigger-

ed off tho - now controversial - discussion in political parties

and pressure groups &.r.d nmong various groups of society.
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However, an attempt to analyse the situation at the time

somewhat more precisely reveals several incidents which make

the cumulation of protects more understandable.

I should like to draw attention above all to the following

aspects:

a) As a result of the construction of large-scale nuclear

power stations - either already started or in the planning

stage - , nuclear energy had passed from the stage of

research and development to the stage of commercial utiliza-

tion. It was in the course of the controversy around Whyl

that the public became aware that the first extrapolation

of the Federal Government's energy programme provided'for

the construction of some Л5. nuclear power stations of the

1,200 MW range until 1985.

b) When concrete decisions concerning the site of power

stations are taken, nuclear energy seems to assume tangible

form and, since it is always associated with the atom bomb,

arouses anxiety and resistance. Protest and the refusal to

accept nuclear energy are kindled by the concrete object.

c) In ̂ ome areas - certainly at Whyl and Brokdorf - the planning

and construction of a nuclear power station constitute the

inception of industrialization in a countryside hitherto

unspoilt by industry. Industrialization, which
}
it is thought,

is hailed in by the nuclear power station, is expected to

destroy the largely agrarian basis of existence in those

areas.

d) Partly by following the example of the extra-parliamentary

opposition of the late sixties, citizens had learnt to

offer resistance to plans and decisions made by adrninistra-

L
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tions and parliaments with new organizational forms.

The "public interest group", which has its origin in local

politics, existed as an organizational form for political

protest. The political monopoly of the political parties

and of the established major groups of society had been

broken.

These aspects alone are certainly not enough to explain the

severity and extent of the protest against nuclear energy.

They must be viewed against the more general background of

the supposed or known reasons and motives of the opponents

and critics of nuclear energy. A few hypotheses in this

respect will be set out and explained below. . . .

I:
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2. Causes and motives underlying the refusal to accept nuclear

energy

It would be too simple to try to explain the protest against,

and the refusal to accept, nuclear energy above all by point-

ing to a lack of knowledge and information on the part of its

critics and opponents. The motives and points figuring in

public discussion are complex and numerous. It is above all

important to recognize that the discussion is not only about

the hazardr. presented by nuclear energy nlone. In the nuclear

energy discussion, many problems are touched upon which arise

or will arise from our present situation and the future de-

velopment of advanced industrialized nations.

For this reason among others, it is virtually impossible

to make an accurate statement concerning the number of those

opposing nuclear energy and of those in favour of it.

Public opinion polls have been carried out v/ith greatly differ-

ing results. Even if the differences in the questions asked

are made allowance for, it is at best possible to state the

following more or less certain result: At both extremes of

the spectrum of opinions, there are groups - comparable in

size - of between 15 and 20 % of people who are clearly

opposed to or in favour of nuclear energy utilization.

Between- these extremes, there are 60 % which cannot be

assigned clearly to either of the above positions. Their

approach to nuclear c-nergy in terms of its necessity and

safety is dependent on a number of factors.
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I» goner:1, three major nrenn of subjects con be identified,

which. гО-
а
У
 ;i
- part in the national, discussion about nuclear

energy:

a) Overall societal development procenees

b) si to-related problems

c) clearly nuclear issues.

With regard to the overall r.nclct.il c'c-vol OT>mer?t r^rocennes,

attention must be drawn to the economic context in v.'hicn the

nuclear energy discussion is talcing place. For папу people

in thic country, the utilization and expansion of nuclear

energy is a signal for a development oriented i:. the long run

towards extensive economic, grqwth - a development which goes

hand in hand with the spoiling of our environment and with the

wasting of raw materials and energy. Since the discussion on

the "Limits to Growth" bogan
(
or even before, awareness of

environmental damage which can no longer be ignored and of

the foreseeable exhaustion of natural resources has aroueed

criticise, sometimes severe, of a policy which is

oriented exclusively towards quantitative growth. The formula

of personal prosperity for all by means of the greatest possible

economic growth has lost its conviction. Attention was drawn

to other factors which are paraphrased with the term

"quality of life".

The utilization of nuclear energy on an industrial scale is

understood as yet another attempt to increase quantitative

growth without giving due consideration-to ecological factors,

and this is why it arouses opposition.
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/iiicili.'j
1
 prob"

1
 мл under tb<> aspect of overall societal dcvolop-

iKCiil proce;.;.e s i;; Die iivju re iu; i;s of assumed or existing deficits

in r.ovornMO'il control an.: planning. Govcrmr.oi. t activity, for

eX''iiplo fst 're- .loc;'l iovi'l, .in vn v i r t > uir, e n i al policy and Л ! Е О

in ciujr^;y po] It,,, ha_- givi ,1 c.u:^ to' oouLt. аг.'юг.р, some rooLionr; of

i)ic liopuJ.ai .'on \,-ii.li г-..;
т
,,п--л to the onlanccu nature of adinini-

fil.r'i'j t j vo t'L'Ci :;i tiPL". i T!
n
-C at I ciiiiai: t 3 cfi t.imiza t ion crisis of

public afjencio;, - adinini.-,' j'at.i oii.v. ami par] j слп;г> itc alike - is

the r.ost ini-oi'tant reason why public interest groups liave come

iiito existence and Goraetiiiic-f; meet with considerable response.

Ar.otlicr itei.i of overall f.ocietal sig'iificance is, finally,

the role rittj-lbatcd to science in the nuclear energy discussion.

Tlie objectivity a:id tlie competence of scienti:,tc are c;.lled

into doubt, so;:,ct :i i.iC's as a result of contradictory scientific

s.ii.ni c-Kients, and some time к owing to the fact that scientists

are accused of being dependent on economic interests.

The resultant uncertainty among the general public is another

di.ipor lant aspect of the nuclear energy controversy.

The problems of the industrialisation of new regions hitherto

um-poi.lt by industrial development are v.'hat I have called

r,ii o-rola t"_d problems. In connection with concrete decisions

concerning
 J
'he site of a incloar power station, peop?. n nr-e a

thrcr.l- to thr- bar.i s o_f tĥ -j r existence and their lives. A st-.dy

which the Battelle Institute carried out for the Federal Ministry

for Research a) d Technology in 197'f is very revealing iu this

respect. .-. comparison of the attitudes towards the construction

of a nuclear power station of the populations in the Mannheim/

LucK'j yshnfen region and in the Whyl region (Whyl liad been select-

ed quite accidentally a long time before the occupation of the

site) showed that tho population of an industrialized region
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is far more inclined to accept the construction of nuclear

power stations than people in rural regions^ This is not

surprising if the population of rural regions see a threat

to their existences which is based on agriculture or wine-

growing, in the expected changes in the micro-climate and in

the ground-water level as a result of nuclear power station

construction. Industrial workers, on the other hand, are

much more inclined to consider the threat to the security

of their jobs as more important than supposed or real environ-

mental hazards.

Only in this manner is it possible to explain the particularly

violent protest in the Whyl region and in Brokdorf. . .

On the other hand, however, issues of non-nuclear environ-

mental damage which are expected to be the result of waste

heat and cooling-towers play an' important part here, too.

For the wine-growers in the Whyl region, the question of

a change of the climate in their area with the consequences

feared for wine-growing were reason enough to refuse to

accept a nuclear power station. .

As far as clearly nuclear aspects are concerned, the following

subjects, above all, play an important role in today's con-

troversy about nuclear energy:

- The degree of damage in case of accidents - even if the

probability of their occurence is very low - cannot be

compared with the consequences of accidents of other

civil technologies.

- The long-term damage and the long life of radioactive

wastes is an undeniable risk for-*the generations to come.

- Future reactor lines, which would inevitably be the result

of an energy policy based on nuclear energy, will be much more

dangerous than conventional light water reactors.
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Above all, the disposal of radioactive wastes and plutonium

handling play an important role in this part of the contro-

versy about nuclear energy. As in the case of "radiation

dosage/radiation protection" and "reactor safety", the'contro-

versy cannot be explained only - perhaps not even mainly -

by a lack of information. Many of those opposed to nuclear

energy are extremely well informed as far as details are

concerned.

A lack of information can therefore only play a role together

with a basic attitude that is characterized by the fear of

radioactive danger or together with the refusal to accept a

policy in favour of economic growth and, thus, more energy

consumption. » '

One has to draw the conclusion that the protest against

nuclear energy and the much more common basic attitude of

scepticism cannot be explained by one reason only. Often,

only a small part of all arguments that are mentioned refers

to nuclear energy, the larger part is due to a general un-

easiness about a quantitative growth society, increasing

industrialization, the exhaustion of natural resources and

the resulting burdens on and danger for the environment.

This uneasiness is still intensified by the fact that the

realization of aims cited as an essential reason for this

growth-oriented policy - namely increasing private prosperity,

an improved offer of public services, security of jobs and

full employment - cannot be guaranteed for the foreseeable

future and not even for today.
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„ Aims and methods of the information and discussion campaign

which has been initiated by the Federnl Ministry for Research

and Technology

I

Parallel to the intensification of the public discussion on

nuclear energy, the Federal Ministry for Research and Technology,

in autumn 197^1 started developing a concept for a comprehensive

public information and discussion campaign which was later

called "dialogue with the citizens on nuclear energy". The con-

siderations on which the concept was based were determined

by the following objectives:

a) The information and discussion on the amount and the structure

of energy demand - and_the role nuclear energy plays in cover-

ing this demand - as well as on the relation between economic

growth, job security and energy utilization should be inten-

sified.

This item is of particular importance since the role, the

significance and the necessity of nuclear energy can only

be described, after a basic consensus on economic questions

has been reached. In this connection, the Federal Minister

for Research and Technology made the following remarks at a

reactor technology meeting in 1975= the utilization of nuclear

energy raises discontent with industrial growth and the de-

struction of areas not yet spoilt by man. At a time when we

are confronted with the ecological death of the Rhine, we

will hardly be able to intensify the construction of

numerous big nuclear power plants in the Upper Rhine area,

above all when the water of the Rhine is to be used for

their cooling.



The first studies on the limits to economic growth - though

these may be incomplete and incorrect - created a greater

awareness of the public for the drawbacks of economic growth

at all costs. Therefore, answers-to questions are demanded

in the discussion on nuclear energy which should perhaps

have been asked much earlier and in a much more fundamental

way at other occasions and for other reasons. Most techno-

logical and industrial innovations were developed without

the citizens having been asked before.

Many of us will say that it was right not to ask them. But

now, opposition which had been accumulating for a long time,

has spread wherever technology and industry change the con-

ditions of life without people being asked to take an ad-

equate part in decisions about such change, and we cannot

shut our eyes to this fact.

b) The campaign is also intended to describe and discuss aspects

of energy research policy. Nuclear energy and its develop-

ment must not be seen as an isolated matter. It is important

to point out in public discussion that a country like the

Federal Republic of Germany must develop all useful energy

sources for the long-term security of its energy supply

as well as research on the possibilities of reducing the

energy demand and of energy conservation. The "dialogue

with the citizens on nuclear energy" has - in marly aspects -

to become a dialogue on energy in general, which, on the one

hand, informs on the strategic importance of energy which

has - for a long time - been overlooked by the public, and

which, on the other hand, - in view of the fact that practi- •

cally all raw materials and energy sources will be exhausted

one day - must bring about a modified attitude of the public

towards energy with the aim of inducing people to reduce

their energy demand and to use energy more effectively.
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с) Ля far or, nuclear cnorf-j
1
 it:;olf i;, concerned, it is necer.yury

to incrcar.e the knowledge on Die physical and technical

ac;ioci.n of nuclear power plants, the fuel cycle, and reactor

safely о s well ni; on radiation <lof>afjft , radiation effects

and j-adintion protection.

Still more ir.p-irtan t than infогя:> tion and discussion on the

above-mentioned technical aspects is the information on the

overall г-ysten of ro:i 'TOI arid ] iPt:n '• i n
r
; to which the develop-

ment and utilisation of nuclear energy is oubjectod. Tho

cit?::on must be .cure that the political decisions, the leĵ al

baui«, the administrative reculftionc and practical mcar-uror.

by public authorities really do take cufficient account of

tho interest for a conipral̂ enr.ivc protection of the people

and оГ the caviroi. lant. All information on technical details,

on r.afo. ty technology etc'', will not be convincing if we have

no cood reaoonu to ccn"ince the citizens that testing, licensing

and control authorities are incorruptible and independent.

d) The discussion on nuclear energy - as far as it is conducted

by the government - has to make a contribution to creating

a senf-;e for democracy. The confidence of the people in the

functioning of democratic procecccs and in the justness of

the political decisions which have been raade in this field

must be reinforced or - \Логе it has been lost -- must be

restored. Taking this as a basis, we must reach a broad

consensus on the requirements, the security and reasonable

burdens of nuclear energy as an energy source.

e) Information and discussion activities can, however, not be

the task of tho governments alone: political and social groups

must also actively participate in the opinion-forming process

on all problems relating to nuclear' 6nergy. Therefore, Minister

Matthofer has invited all largo social gr.oups - political

parties, trade unions, employers' associations, the churches,
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youth vuu ;;lu(i-v.n.!:' о nuociat ion." - Lo initiate opinion-

foriniiig jjrocc c;;cr. wit}.in t'.:uir organi^ati r,j,s and publish

the reoullr. of thuir i;or> with the- ruj.port of the I'4-der.il

Mil.i .'••try lor Rcr.cnrc'.i nnd Technology ; an increased parti-

ciy-atiuri i;i di :,cvr.r.ij.r, dooisi.v- question:: of the political

fiyctcr.1 :u, of j.arliciilui- rwrpor i;;r;co, ritica the ques'.ior. of

the logi tiui ;\:itio:i of political action y;3-.y.
r
; an important

role in tlie con 1 j-pvcrr.y about nuclciiv energy and since

citizen.
1
; nntl public ir.torer.t j-;roupu fool that their inlcrofits

uro not adequately rfjirencntcd in or by the politic;.! parties.

Political parties and trade unions have already launched a

procccu of dificu.';.'.:io:i and have published firnt renults.

f) Finally, it ir. important tp_ iriclude the: orr. * ioiis of t)io

nuclear energy critics in the diccussion. Those opposing

and critiding nuclear energy сon certainly bo soparatod

into [;rou;v;-. with different motivation and different ob-
 (i

 ...

joctives. Whore v;e arc; confronted with concerned and t

worried citizens and their groups and organisations, they jf

have to be integrated into the proce.se of discussion and

niu.jt get a hearing within the dialogue with the citizens.

For the very reason that the controversy is not only about

the assessment of nuclear danger, public interest groups can

be e.-.'.pected to make a contribution to a growing awareness

nf the value of energy and the willingness to reduce energy

consumption. Taking the critics' opinions into the diccussion,

of course, forces the government to state its opinion on the

utilization and development of nuclear energy and to relate

it to economic and energy policy.
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The Fc-ueral Govern.':].-: ni. b2'o!:c new (jroui ' by in.! tin t in г Lh'J r,

campaign. H i;; for Iho first tiiu- *.)\-Л the FeJc.-ral Govern-

ment trice, to (.;i:;ci!:;:, thi: intrc:!uci ion чгк! development.of а

now to<:2i!iol ogy in defail with ii'iter'cc'.i.d ciixy.cnr,. Than, it

goes without j.nyi:,g tint thin dialogue is an experiment v.-bicii

r.ust cent p-iuoi.rly be i:r.orovod cud fruKi v;)!J.cl., fui-tlierr.norc ,

fxpej-ioncc crni bo ^ninod for r.ii.ular future cc t j vitios; for

one tlrir.fj i;; quit:.- cei-tnin: in future wo v.'ill hove an in-

crcar.iiig nuabor of technolof;ic;'l deve] opr.on tu wlioec introauc tion ,

advan I 'i(;e.' f.'.id di :;
-
i :lvan t.'![_cr, anil ro.iultinf; coiiGoqucncc-r; we will

have to iHscu:;'-: with wide sect;'onr, of the population. In future,

this di.
c
;cursi on has to ctart earlier, and the citizens must be

enabled to take a larger part in political decisions on complex

techiK'lorie;-; than liao boon the. cane in the pact.

In order to bo fibl.o to reach the manifold objectives, a metho-

dological concept had to be developed for the "dialogue with

the citiaens on nuclear energy". This concept has included

- the information on the position of the Federal Government;

- an offer for political and technical discussions;

- the invitation and support for institutions of adult educa-

tion and social croups to organise their own opinion-forming

process.

The Federal Government does not intend to lead an "industrial

campaign" in favour of nuclear energy and its development.

The Federal Government rathei- wants to describe and explain

its opinion to the people in a manner which is appropriate

to a democratic country; it wants to make clear that it is

certainly aware of the manifold problems raised by the develop-

ment of inuclear energy; and it wants'to invite social groans

to take par' in the opinion —forning process. The governat nt
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wants to achieve agreement with regard to basic questions of

energy policy which takes account of the nc-coccities of energy

policy; at the came time, it must, however, bo made clear

that the problems of our technically highly developed, indu-

strial growth nockitj .vaoh ас the waste of raw materials and

energy, the burden on the environment, the mastering of more

and more complex technologies and their implications will not

be excluded from parliamentary and political discussions

but that decision-nakers-will try to cope with the require-

ments which a large number of citizens derive from such

catchwords as "quality of life", "qualitative growth" and

"limits to growth".

A large number of citizens have been supplied with information

have taken part in the discussions organized as part of

the dialogue with the citizens.

Eight series of advertisements with a total number of about

76 million copies explained the opinion of the Federal Govern-

ment with regard to,the following subject:

- The need for a discussion on energy and the dialogue with

the citizens;

l4
be need for and the safety of nuclear energy;

- .'.. arch for and development of alternative, non-nuclear

energy sources;

- Coal technologies;

- Security of uranium supply;

- Measures for saving energy;

- Disposal of radioactive .wastes;

- The role of public interest groups.



Л coupon by which information material could be ordered and

participation in discussions could be announced was attached

to the advertisements. So far, individual citizens or different

target groups (e.g. political parties, trade unions, the churches)

have ordered and received about 800,000 copies of different

information material, the rrost important being

- the paperback "Kornenergio - cine Biirgerinformation" (Nuclear

energy - information for citizens) published by the Federal

Government;

- the paperback "Gesprache und Interviews zur Kernenergie"

(Discussions and interviews on nuclear energy) which has

been published by Minister Hans Matthofer;

- the "Informationsbrief Kernenergie" (Information on nuclear

energy) containing literature and addresses for groups and

organisations which organise discussions themselves as well

as the results of the opinion-forming process within the

social groups.

An exchange of opinion took place, above all, in discussions

with Minister Matthofer, representatives from the utilities

and public interest groups as well as in 17 seminars which

had been organised by the Federal Ministry for Research and

Technology. Nearly ^,000 citizens took part in these dis-

cussions and seminars. Moreover, adult education centres,

the churches and the political parties
1
 institutions of adult

education organised about 100 further events up to the end of

19?6, in which about 10,000 interested citizens took part.

In the beginning of 1977i 'Minister Matthofer again invited

all social groups to organise the opinion-forming process

within their respective organisations; he made proposals for

the content and structure of this prpqess and offered technical

as well as financial support. This initiative has induced
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political parties, trade unions and the churches to prepare

statements in various commissions, organise a large number

of discussions and deve-lop their opinion-forming process in

talks with thooo who are politically responsible. For 1977»

more than 20 seminars have been planned by the Federal Ministry

for Research am. Technology which are meant partly for specific

target groups (teachers, people responsible for adult education,

scientists, unionists, representatives from industry, members

of public administration.and representatives from public

interest groups). Furthermore, it has been planned to prepare

"information packages" for ciifferer.it institutions (such as

schools, adult education centres) and make them available.

Individual leaflets as well as some of the seminars are to

deal with some particularly important items in connection with

the discussion on nuclear energy such as the relation between

economic growth, employment and quality of life as v/ell as

forecasts of energy demand, and energy research. Thin year's |

campaign will furthermore concentrate on the item of the |

disposal of nuclear wastes and the site for the Ьяск end fuel cycle

park on which a definite decision has to be taken.

Funds of up to DM h million had been available for 1975/76.

The same amount has been earmarked for 1977.

If the activities which have been carried out so far are to be

evaluated, one must first say the following: the "dialogue

with the citizens on nuclear energy" has to be seen in connec-

tion with a comprehensive public discussion on the benefits and

hazards of the peaceful use of nuclear energy, on the require- .

ments and safety of this energy source, and on the possibilities

and necessities of energy policy and energy research policy.
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The course and the results of this process of discussion

are being influenced by many different factors. The informa-

tion and discussion campaign which the Federal Minister for

Reserach and Technology has carried -on for the last two years

on behalf of the Federal Government is one of those factors.

It is very difficult to record and describe with methodological

purity its effect and results and separate them from other

influences and conditions which determine the public discussion

on nucloar energy. The "dialogue with the citizens on nuclear

energy" therefore reflects the different factors influencing

it to same degree as it has itself influenced the course and

results of the public discussion on nuclear energy.

It has furthermore to be taken into account that the Federal

Government has no direct responsibility for the questions of

site planning and selection, regional industrial and structural

planning and of the actual preparation and implementation of

licensing procedures under nuclear law. Activities which refer

to certain sites and licensing procedures cannot, therefore,

be port of the measures carried out by the Federal Ministry

for Research and Technology.

Taking these aspects into account, the following results of

the campaign can be mentioned:

- a permanent and increasing interest of citizens i'n all

questions relating to nuclear energy, energy policy and

energy research policy;

- an increasing readiness of all interested people not to

limit the discussion on the benefits and hazards of nuclear

energy to the scientific and technical aspects, but to

include in the discussion problems relating to economic

and social policy; . , •

- an increasing readiness of all social groups to reinforce

the process of a fair opinion-forming on questions of energy

policy within their organisations and between themselves

and the citizens;
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- an increasing readiness of the citizens to reduce their

energy consumption and to conserve energy.

Altogether it can be said that the "dialogue with the ci'. izuns

on nuclear energy" has proved to be an important contribution

to a comprehensive public dir.cuenion on the utilization and

development of a large-scale technology.


